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Part number

24VDC PSU
Outdoor

24VDC RGB

LED-RGB-NF-PC-4FT

mains leads 4 foot

Use only for RGB

LED-RGB-NF-EXT-2FT

Extension cable 2 foot

Use only for RGB

LED-RGB-EC

RGB End Cap

Can also be used with Standard, Mini, Super
and 360. *

RGB-CH-AL

RGB Aluminium Chanel (per metre)

Use only for RGB

RGB-PVCTUBE-5

Extra RGB Heat Shrink bag of 10
(supplied one per join FOC)

Can be used for all Types

LED-RGB-NF-FC

Extra RGB Pins (supplied one per
join FOC)

Use only for RGB

LED-RGB-NF-CL

Mounting Clips ( bag of 10)

Use only for RGB

PC-24V-2FT-S

24VDC 600mm DC front connector

Standard can be used also with Mini and 360
degree* Mini and 360 can only be used with
their own Neon Flex

LED-NF-PC-240V-4FT-S

AC Power Connection with 4FT PVC
Cable, ( to connect to 240VAC
Neon)

Standard can be used also with Mini and 360
degree* Mini and 360 can only be used with
their own Neon Flex

LED-NF-FC

Extra Pins (supplied one per join
FOC)

Can be used with all but RGB

LED-NF-EXT-C-2FT-S

Extension cable 2 foot

Standard can be used also with Mini and 360
degree* Mini and 360 can only be used with
their own Neon Flex

LED-NF-EC-S

End Cap

Standard can be used also with Mini and 360
degree* Mini and 360 can only be used with
their own Neon Flex

Standard , Mini and 360
Shape

PVCTUBE

Extra Heat shrink bag of 10
(supplied one per join FOC)

Can be used with all

LED-NF-CH-P-S

Plastic Channel (per metre) for
Standard or mini

use only the channel for each shape

LED-NF-CH-AL-S

Aluminium channel (per metre)
standard only

use only the channel for each shape

LED-NF-CH-AL-BK-S

Black Aluminium channel (per
metre) standard only

use only the channel for each shape

KNL-NF-CL-S

Mounting Clip (Bag of 10 pieces)

use only the Mounting Clips for each shape

KNL-NF-PIN-PC

right angle pin connector (600mm
of cable)

For 24VDC only Can be used with all 24VDC
products RGB requires 2

KNL-NF-PIN-EXT

extension Pin connector (600mm
of cable)

For 24VDC only Can be used with all 24VDC
products RGB requires 2

Water Proof Items
Loctite 595

WP-CAB

WP-HS

Silicon Adhesive 100ml (should do
6-10 joins)
Water-proof Cable connector (to
connect a 24VDC PSU to a DC front
connector (KNL-NF-PC-24V).

Can be used for all Types

Use to connect to a IP67 power supply and all
DC front connectors

Use on all joins end cap and front connectors
in conjunction with the silicone to water proof
the neon flex.
* Note. If used with the other types you will require more Silicone to make water proof Joins as the gap will be larger between the neon and the connector.
Water Resistant Heat shrink 60mm
(1 required for every join)

